related-guidance-documents-industry-fda-staff-and-other-stakeholders;
- FDA web page entitled “Search for FDA Guidance Documents” available at https://www.fda.gov/regulatory-information/search-fda-guidance-documents; or

Dated: September 21, 2022.

Lauren K. Roth,
Associate Commissioner for Policy.

[FR Doc. 2022–20828 Filed 9–27–22; 8:45 am]
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

Food and Drug Administration

Statement of Organization, Functions, and Delegations of Authority

AGENCY: Food and Drug Administration, Department of Health and Human Services (HHS).

ACTION: Notice.

SUMMARY: The Food and Drug Administration’s (FDA), Center for Biologics Evaluation and Research (CBER), Office of Tissues and Advanced Therapies (OTAT) has modified its organizational structures.

DATES: These new organizational structures were approved by the Secretary of Health and Human Services on August 8, 2022, and effective on September 16, 2022.


SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

I. Introduction


CBER’s mission is to protect and enhance public health through the regulation of biological and related products including blood, vaccines, allergens, tissues, and cellular and gene therapies. With substantial growth in innovative, novel products, as well as a need to address an ever-changing landscape of potential public health threats, CBER is currently facing scientific, medical, and regulatory challenges that require changes to its structure.

Using key tenets of CBER’s modernization efforts, CBER will retitle OTAT to the Office of Therapeutic Products (OTP) and elevate OTP to a Super Office to manage its program at a macro level and to better position the Center to address an ever-changing public health landscape. With the current and anticipated increase in workloads, the proposed structural changes will improve functional alignment, increase review capabilities, and enhance expertise on new cell and gene therapies. Additional supervisory positions will not only help to address this increased workload but will also provide advancement opportunities to facilitate recruitment and retention of highly qualified staff. The proposal creates flexibility and capacity for future growth in Full-Time Employees (FTEs) and workload, avoiding the need for continual reorganizations. The reorganization will position OTP to focus on commitments, including those negotiated with industry in the prescription drug user fee agreement (PDUFA) for FY 2023–2027, and other key priorities that protect public health.

To advance the field and support the next generation of cell and gene therapies, OTP will continue to see growth in the Regenerative Medicine Advanced Therapy (RMAT) program, established in the 21st Century Cures Act.

The Food and Drug Administration’s Center for Biologics Evaluation and Research, Office of Tissues and Advanced Therapies, has been restructured as follows:

**Center for Biologics Evaluation and Research (DCB)**
- Office of Therapeutic Products (DCBG)
  - Administrative Staff (DCBG1)
  - Policy and Special Projects Staff (DCBG2)
- Office of Gene Therapy CMC (DCBGF)
- Division of Gene Therapy I (DCBGFA)
  - Gene Therapy Branch 1 (DCBGFA1)
  - Gene Therapy Branch 2 (DCBGFA2)
  - Gene Therapy Branch 3 (DCBGFA3)
- Division of Gene Therapy II (DCBGFBI)
- Gene Therapy Branch 4 (DCBGFBI2)
- Gene Therapy Branch 5 (DCBGFBI3)
- Office of Cellular Therapy and Human Tissues CMC (DCBGCG)
- Division of Cell Therapy I (DCBGCGA)
- Cell Therapy Branch 1 (DCBGGCA1)
- Cell Therapy Branch 2 (DCBGGCA2)
- Cellular and Tissue Therapy Branch (DCBGGCA3)
- Division of Cell Therapy II (DCBGGCB)
- Tissue Engineering Branch 1 (DCBGGCB1)
- Tissue Engineering Branch 2 (DCBGGCB2)
- Tumor Vaccine and Biotechnology Branch (DCBGGCB3)
- Division of Human Tissues (DCBGGC)
- Human Tissues and Reproduction Staff (DCBGGC1)
- Office of Plasma Protein Therapeutics CMC (DCBGPH)
- Division of Hemostasis (DCBGPH1)
- Hemostasis Branch 1 (DCBGPH11)
- Hemostasis Branch 2 (DCBGPH12)
- Division of Plasma Derivatives (DCBGPHB)
- Plasma Derivatives Branch 1 (DCBGPHB1)
- Plasma Derivatives Branch 2 (DCBGPHB2)
- Office of Clinical Evaluation (DCBGCI)
- Division of Clinical Evaluation General Medicine (DCBGCI1)
- General Medicine Branch 1 (DCBGCI11)
- General Medicine Branch 2 (DCBGCI12)
- General Medicine Branch 3 (DCBGCI13)
- General Medicine Branch 4 (DCBGCI14)
- Division of Clinical Evaluation Oncology (DCBGIC)
- Oncology Branch 1 (DCBGIC1)
- Oncology Branch 2 (DCBGIC2)
- Division of Clinical Evaluation Hematology (DCBGIC2)
- Benign Hematology Branch (DCBGIC2)
- Malignant Hematology Branch (DCBGIC3)
- Office of Pharmacology/Toxicology (DCBGJ)
- Division of Pharmacology/Toxicology I (DCBGJA)
- Pharmacology/Toxicology Branch 1 (DCBGJA1)
- Pharmacology/Toxicology Branch 2 (DCBGJA2)
- Division of Pharmacology/Toxicology II (DCBGJB)
- Pharmacology/Toxicology Branch 2 (DCBGJB1)
- Pharmacology/Toxicology Branch 4 (DCBGJB2)
- Office of Review Management and Regulatory Review (DCBGK)
- Division of Review Management and Regulatory Review I (DCBGKA)
- Regulatory Review Branch 1 (DCBGKA1)
- Review Management Support Branch 1 (DCBGKAB1)
- Division of Review Management and Regulatory Review II (DCBGKAB)
Regulatory Review Branch 2 (DCBGKKB1) Review Management Support Branch 2 (DCBGKKB2)

II. Delegations of Authority

Pending further delegation, directives, or orders by the Commissioner of Food and Drugs, all delegations and redelegations of authority made to officials and employees of affected organizational components will continue in them or their successors pending further redelegations, provided they are consistent with this reorganization.

III. Electronic Access

This reorganization is reflected in FDA’s Staff Manual Guide (SMG). Persons interested in seeing the complete Staff Manual Guide can find it on FDA’s website at: https://www.fda.gov/AboutFDA/ReportsManualsForms/StaffManualGuides/default.htm. (Authority: 44 U.S.C. 3101)

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

Food and Drug Administration

Statement of Organization, Functions, and Delegations of Authority

AGENCY: Office of Regulatory Affairs, Food and Drug Administration, Department of Health and Human Services.

ACTION: Notice.

SUMMARY: The Food and Drug Administration (FDA), Office of Regulatory Affairs (ORA), Headquarters (HQ) and Field Offices (RFO) have modified its structure.

DATES: This new organizational structure was approved by the Deputy Secretary of Health and Human Services on December 22, 2021, and became effective on February 9, 2022.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: Part D, Chapter D–B, (Food and Drug Administration), the Statement of Organization, Functions, and Delegations of Authority for the Department of Health and Human Services (35 FR 3685, February 25, 1970, 60 FR 56606, November 9, 1995, 64 FR 36361, July 6, 1999, 72 FR 50112, August 30, 2007, 74 FR 41713, August 18, 2009, 76 FR 45270, July 28, 2011, and 84 FR 22854, May 20, 2019) is amended to reflect the reorganization of the Office of Regulatory Affairs Headquarters Offices and Field Offices. This reorganization is a continuation of the Program Alignment (PA) reorganization completed in 2017 to enhance organizational efficiencies identified after PA. The objective is to improve the Office of Regulatory Affairs (ORA) core functions, correct and enhance the structure with effective use of resources, and carry out the mission of protecting consumers by ensuring compliance of FDA-regulated products. As industry rapidly changes, the FDA must continue to evolve to ensure that public health is not negatively impacted by gaps in inspections and investigations of regulated firms.

The Food and Drug Administration, Office of Regulatory Affairs (ORA), has been restructured as follows:

DCL ORGANIZATION, The Office of Regulatory Affairs is headed by the Associate Commissioner for Regulatory Affairs and includes the following organizational units:

Office of Regulatory Affairs (DCI), Office of the Associate Commissioner for Regulatory Affairs (DCIA), Data Analytics and Program Evaluation Staff (DCIA1), Office of Regulatory Management Operations (DCIB), Management Liaison Staff (DCIB1), Office of Budget, Facilities, and Travel Support (DCIBB), Division of Financial Operations (DCIBBA), Budget Execution Branch (DCIBBA1), Budget Formulation Branch (DCIBBA2), Funds Control and Policy Branch (DCIBBA3), Work Planning Branch (DCIBBA4), Division of Facilities and Property Management (DCIBBBB), Laboratory Support Branch (DCIBBBB1), Real Property Management Branch East (DCIBBBB2), Real Property Management Branch West (DCIBBBB3), Fleet and Personal Property Management Branch (DCIBBBB4), Division of Contracts and Grants (DCIBBC), State Contracts and Agreements Branch (DCIBBC1), Scientific Contracts and Agreements Branch (DCIBBC2), Operational Contracts and Agreements Branch (DCIBBC3), Division of Travel Operations (DCIBBD), Domestic Travel Branch (DCIBBD1), Medical Products Travel Branch (DCIBBD2), Human and Animal Food Travel Branch (DCIBBD3), Travel Compliance Branch (DCIBBD4), Office of Workforce Management (DCIBC), Executive and Scientific Recruitment Staff (DCIBC1), Division of Human Capital Staffing Services (DCICBA), Talent Acquisitions Branch 1 (DCICBA1), Talent Acquisitions Branch 2 (DCICBA2), Talent Acquisitions Branch 3 (DCICBA3), Talent Acquisitions Branch 4 (DCICBA4), Talent Acquisitions Branch 5 (DCICBA5), Special Hiring Branch (DCICBA6), Classification and Reorganization Branch (DCICBA7), Division of Human Capital Programs (DCICBC), Performance Management Branch (DCICBB), Employee Engagement Branch (DCICBB2), Management Analysis Branch (DCICBB3), Office of Training, Education and Development (DCICBF), Quality and Records Management Staff (DCICBF1), Division of Programmatic Training (DCICBF), Programmatic Training Branch 1 (DCICBF1A), Programmatic Training Branch 2 (DCICBF1A2), Division of Multi-Program, Leadership and Management Training (DCICBF2), Multi-Program Leadership and Management Branch (DCICBF2B1), Leadership, Management, and Mentoring Training Branch (DCICBF2B2), Division of Instructional Systems and Technology (DCICBF), Instructional Systems Branch (DCICBF1C), Learning Management Technology and Multimedia Branch (DCICBF2C), Division of Testing, Measurement, Certification, and Program Analysis (DCICBF), Test, Measurement, and Analysis Branch (DCICBF1D), Certification Branch (DCICBF2D), Office of Criminal Investigations (DCIC), Metro Washington Field Office (DCIC), Philadelphia Resident Unit (DCIC1), Chicago Field Office (DCICB), New York Field Office (DCICC).